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Category: other-general

What part willyou play? 

Implements the agreed commodity and SQM strategy (including value,digitalization and

collaboration)

Drives supplier performance and continuous improvement and collaboratesin supplier

development programs.

Creates and negotiates General Quality and Quality Assurance agreementsand monitors

supplier contract coverage rate.

Applies preventive quality methods aimed at risk minimization.

Designs, maintains and improves specific quality requirements,specifications and concepts

based on supplier and product/service riskassessment.

Supports standardized supplier qualification process according corporateguidelines (ready

for business).

Coordinates product/service qualifications and approvals based onspecific

requirements/specification (ready to order).

Actively involved in projects to support/review specifications &requirements.

Implements complaints managements to detect and analyze non-conformances,verifies

root cause analysis and communicates with supplier. Supportssustainable problem
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solving.

Plans and executes supplier audits including follow-up of audit measures.(i.e. by means of

VDA6.3 audit questionnaire

Continuously improves internal SQM processes (innovation, digitalization,LEAN)

Fosters (virtual) interaction with suppliers.

Acts as SQM contact person in cross-functional teams and towards supplier.

What you need to make real what matters

Technical Bachelor degree (Mechanical Engineering, Metallurgy Engineering orElectrical

Engineering preferred) 

3+ years of professional experiencewithin the area of supplier quality preferably from an

international company

Proactive and result oriented, structured approach to complex tasksthroughout cross-

functional teams.

Experience with Metal and Plastic parts will be an advantage.

Auditing experience in ISO9001 & VDA6.3 candidates with an Auditorcertification will be

preferred.

Knowledge of quality methods, analysis tools & technical drawing andtolerances (e.g. APQP in

manufacturing and product development, 8D in problemsolving ) is required

Possession of outstanding communication and excellent English skills bothorally and in writing

(Knowledge of German language would be considered as anadvantage)

Willingness to travel domestically and abroad (Driving License is a must)

Proficiency in MS Office Applications

Six Sigma Green belt is a must
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What we offer

Speak up Culture

Respectful Workplace

Being part of a global work environment

Remote working and remote living flexibility in relevant positions

Attractive remuneration package

Excellent recognition tools providing spot awards

Learning & Development opportunities for both personal and professional growth 

Leave days for parents and a variety of flexible working models that allow time off for yourself

and your family 

Creche allowance for mothers

Share matching programs to become a shareholder of Siemens AG

Find more benefits

Individualbenefits are adapted to meet local legal regulations, the requirements ofdifferent

job profiles, locations, and individual preferences. 

As Siemens we believe physical barriers are notrelated to potential. Only the potential

matters to us. Therefore, we lookforward to receive applications of candidates with

physical barriers andchronic illnesses. We support healthy relationships between

candidates withbarriers and their colleagues because we believe we can create

differencestogether.

Siemens is dedicated to quality, equality, andvaluating diversity and we welcome

applications that reflect the diversity ofthe communities within which we work.

We are looking forward to receiving your onlineapplication. Please ensure you

complete all areas of the application form tothe best of you ability as we will use the data

to review your suitability tothe role.

Please find more information from our website: 



Contact

If you need more information please don't hesitate to contact us.

+90 216 459 20 00
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